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 Well Name:
 Surface Location:
 Bottom Location:

 API:
 License Number:

 Spud Date:  Time:
 Region:

 Drilling Completed:  Time:
 Surface Coordinates:

 Bottom Hole Coordinates:
 Ground Elevation:

 K.B. Elevation:
 Logged Interval:  To:

 Total Depth:
 Formation:

 Drilling Fluid Type:

 Axman Farms #1-18
 1953' FSL  921' FWL

 15-009-26132-00-00
 31548
 12/8/2015  4:00 PM
 Barton County
 12/15/2015  10:00 AM

 1884.00ft
 1892.00ft
 2800.00ft  3500.00ft
 3500.00ft
 Lansing Kansas-City
 Chemical/Fresh Water Gel

OPERATOR
Company:

Address:

Contact Geologist:
Contact Phone Nbr:

Well Name:
Location:

API:
Pool: Field:

State: Country:

Tyluka Operations, LLC
P.O. Box 1213
Hays, KS 67601

Jeff Zoller
620-786-0807
Axman Farms #1-18
1953' FSL  921' FWL
15-009-26132-00-00

Axman
KS USA

LOGGED BY

Company:
Address:

Phone Nbr:
Logged By: Name:

621 17th St., Suite 1155
Denver, CO 80293

203-671-6034
Geologist Jeremy Schwartz

NOTES
The Tyluka Operations, LLC Axman Farms #1-18 was drilled to a total depth of 3500', bottoming in the Arbuckle.

Four DST's were conducted throughout the Toronto and Lansing Kansas City zones. The DST reports can be found at the
bottom of this log.

Due to the DST results, sample shows, gas kicks, and log analysis it was determined by all consenting parties to set 5 
1/2" production casing and furthur test the well through perforations and stimulation. The dry samples were saved and 
will be available for furthur review at the Kansas Geological Society Well Sample Library, located in Wichita, KS. 

**NOTE: The log tops were 5-6' high to the sample tops/drill time so the Gamma and Caliper were 
adjusted/moved 5' lower to match the drill time on the GeoLog and the DST intervals on the E-logs should also 
be adjusted accordingly**

Respectfully Submitted, 
Jeremy Schwartz
Geologist

CONTRACTOR
Contractor:

Rig #:
Rig Type:

Spud Date: Time:

Discovery Drilling
2
mud rotary
12/8/2015 4:00 PM



Spud Date: Time:
TD Date: Time:

Rig Release: Time:

12/8/2015 4:00 PM
12/15/2015 10:00 AM

ELEVATIONS

K.B. Elevation: Ground Elevation:
K.B. to Ground:

1892.00ft 1884.00ft
8.00ft

ROCK TYPES

Congl

Dolprim

Lmst fw<7

shale, grn

Shgy

shale, gry

Carbon Sh

shale, red

MINERAL
Chert White
Pyrite

FOSSIL
Bioclastic or Fragmental
Fossils < 20%
Oolites
Oomoldic

STRINGER
Chert
Limestone
Sandstone

TEXTURE
Chalky

ACCESSORIES

MISC

Daily Report

Digital Photo

Document

Folder

Oil Show
Good Show
Fair Show
Poor show
Spotted or Trace
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Dead Oil Stn
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DST alt
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 Geological Descriptions

TG, C1 - C5

Total Gas (units)

C1 (units)

C2 (units)

C3 (units)

C4 (units)

1:240 Imperial
0 ROP (min/ft) 4
0 Gamma (API) 150
6 Cal (in) 16

King Hill
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2890
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2910

2920

2930

2940

2950

Logged By Jeremy Schwartz

LS, cream to gray, micro-xln, fossiliferous and dense with poor visible porosity, 
slightly chalky, no show or odor

Shale, mostly gray with some very scattered red, soft and waxy

Howard  2837 (-945)

LS, cream to gray, micro-xln, some fossiliferous, some lithographic, dense with 
poor visible porosity, no show or odor

Topeka  2858 (-966)

LS, cream to gray, micro-xln, some fossiliferous, some lithographic, dense with 
poor visible porosity, no show or odor

LS as above, no show or odor

LS, cream to gray, micro-xln, some fossiliferous, some lithographic, dense with 
poor visible porosity, some scattered chips with slightly re-crystalized edges, no
show or odor

LS as above, with some scattered crypto-xln, cream to white, dense with poor 
visible porosity, no show or odor

0 Total Gas (units) 50
0 C1 (units) 50
0 C2 (units) 50
0 C3 (units) 50
0 C4 (units) 50
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LS, cream to gray with some very scattered brown, micro-xln with some very 
scattered crypto-xln, some fossiliferous, some lithographic, overall dense with 
poor visible porosity, no show or odor

LS as above, slightly chalky, no show or odor

LS, cream with some scattered gray, micro-xln, some fossiliferous, some 
lithographic, dense with poor visible porosity, no show or odor

LS as above, no show or odor

LS, cream, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, 
some scattered soft and chalky in part, also with some very scattered (<10% of 
tray), with some scattered poor to fair visible pinpoint porosity and brown to 
black stain in porosity only, upon break SSFO, chips are also slightly chalky in 
part, no fluor., poor fleeting odor  

LS, cream, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, 
no show or odor

LS as above, no show or odor

LS, cream with some very scattered gray, micro-xln, mostly lithographic, some 
scattered slightly fossiliferous, also with some soft and chalky in part, slightly 
chalky, no show or odor

Heebner  3070 (-1178)

Shale, black carbonaceous

Toronto  3085 (-1193)
LS, cream, micro-crypto xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, some 
very scattered chips with some scattered poor to fair pinpoint porosity and light golden 
brown scattered stain, few small chips with fair pinpoint to slightly vuggy edges and mostly 
saturated brown to black stain, SSFO upon break, with some scattered dull yellow fluor., 
chalky, fair fleeting odor

3105' 30" LS, cream, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, 
with some scattered (~25%) with some scattered fair visible pinpoint porosity to slightly 
vuggy edges and scattered to mostly saturated light golden brown stain, even yellow fluor., 
instant cut with lighter fluid, chalky, fair odor

3105' 60" Mostly same as above with shows appearing to be slightly droppong out, some 
scattered fluor., NSFO, fair odor

Douglas Shale  3098 (-1206)

Shale, gray and red with trace green, mostly soft and waxy

Brown Lime  3132 (-1240)
LS, cream, micro-crypto xln, some fossiliferous, some lithographic, mostly dense with poor 
visible porosity, some (~25%) with scattered pinpoint to slightly vuggy porosity and brown 
to black stain mostly confined to porosity, few chips with SSFO pooling up near vugs under 
lamp, too dense to break, few chips also become mostly saturated when left under lamp, 
some very scattered, very dull fluor., poor odor

Lansing  3151 (-1259)

LS, cream with some scattered white, micro-xln, mostly fossiliferous and dense with poor 
visible porosity, some oolitic, some with scattered to very scattered light brown inter-oolite 
stain, upon break some chips with FSFO (opaque droplets), some very scattered very dull 
fluor., slightly chalky, poor to fair fleeting odor

LS, mostly same as above, with inlflux sub-oomoldic to oomoldic, barren with poor visible 
oomold porosity, oolitic with shows very scattered (<10%), no fluor, NSFO, poor fleeting 
odor

3180' 30" LS, cream, micro-xln, sub-oonoldic to oomoldic, most re-crystalized, dense with 
poor visible oomold porosity, NSFO, no fluor., no odor 
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0 Total Gas (units) 150
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Topeka = 18u gas kick

Mud-Co Mud chk
3069'
12/12/15
Vis: 48 Wt: 9.0
PV:13  YP:13
WL: 9.2
Cake:2/32
pH: 11.0
Ca: 40ppm
CHL: 4,700ppm
Sol: 4.7 LCM: Tr
DMC: $396.02
CMC: $4,315.22

Heebner = 10u gas kick

Toronto Gas Kick = 
26u gas kick w/43u 
recycle

SCALE CHANGE due 
to high background 
gas from DST #1

Strap 1.16LTB

Survey = 1 1/4Deg

~25u kick above 
backgound

~40u kick 
above 
backgound 
LKC "A"
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poor visible oomold porosity, NSFO, no fluor., no odor 

3180' 60" LS as above, with influx cream, micro-crypto xln, lithographic and dense with 
poor visible porosity, slightly chalky, no show or odor

LS, cream, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, with some soft and 
chalky in part, no show or odor

LS as above, no show, fluor., or odor

3220' 30" Ls cream, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, some 
scattered (~25%)fossiliferous with poor to fair inter-fossil scattered brown stain, some 
lithographic with some scattered poor to fair visible pinpoint  porosity and scattered brown 
stain that increases to mostly saturated to saturated when left under lamp, some slightly 
chalky in part and fairly friable, upon break some chips have fair show gas bubbles and 
slight to fair show free oil (opaque with few brown droplets), also found few small chips 
with slight to fair vuggy porosity and mostly saturated to saturated brown stain, instant 
streaming cut with bright white fluor., poor odor

3220' 60" Mostly same as above, fair odor 

3235' 30" LS, cream to white, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible 
porosity, with some sub-oomoldic to oomoldic with poor to fair visible oomold porosity, 
some barren, some with scattered to very scattered light golden brown stain in and around 
porosity, VSSFO upon break in few chips, fairly chalky,  no fluor., poor fleeting odor

3235' 60" LS, cream, micro-xln, oomoldic and re-crystalized, mostly poor visible oomold 
porosity, some scattered fair porosity, some barren, some scattered (~20%) with scattered 
to very scattered light golden brown to brown stain, upon  break some chips have slight to 
fair show free oil, SSFO in tray, fairly chalky, no fluor., fair to good odor

LS, cream, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, with some 
scattered sub-oomoldic to oomoldic, barren, NSFO, no odor

LS, cream with some very scattered light gray, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor 
visible porosity, with some very scattered sub-oolitic to sub-oomoldic, dense with poor 
visible porosity, no show or odor

LS as above, no show or odor

3289' 30"  LS, cream to gray with some brown, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense 
with poor visible porosity, some scattered brown with very scattered pinpoint porosity 
mostly on edges and one to two small vugs with scattered brown stain around porosity and 
partly in matrix as well, few small chips mostly saturated, with VSSFO upon break in some 
chips and fair show gas bubbles in tray and upon break in most chips, no fluor., poor odor

3289' 60" Mostly same as above, with slight increse in shows, slight to fair show free oil 
upon break and when agitated in few chips, VSSFO in tray, 

3308' 30" LS, cream, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, 
with some very scattered (~10%) brown, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity,  
some very scattered poor pinpoint porosity and light golden brown to brown stain mostly 
confined to porosity only, upon break some chips have SSFO and fair show gas bubbles 
with some poor to fair visible inter-xln pinpoint porosity and stain, no fluor., poor fleeting 
odor

3308' 60" LS, cream with some very scattered light gray, micro-xln, mostly lithographic and 
dense with poor visible porosity, some scattered soft and chalky in part, with some very 
scattered small chips cream, some with re-crystalized edges, some scattered poor pinpoint 
porosity with very scattered to scattered light golden brown stain mostly confined to 
porosity, VSSFO upon break onlly in a few chips, most chips with fair show gas bubbles 
upon break, no fluor., poor odor

~3320' LS, cream to white, some lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, some 
soft and chalky in part, some with few small vugs to slightly vuggy porosity with light golden 
brown to brown stain in porosity and partly in matrix in some, few mostly saturated, dense, 
upon break some chips have slight to fair show free oil and some with slght show gas 
bubbles, some chips also show fair to good visible inter-xln pinpoint porosity with mostly 
saturated inter-xln stain, some very scattered dull fluor., fair to good show free oil in tray, 
fairly chalky, fair odor 

~3330' LS, cream, micro-xln, some lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, some 
sub-oomoldic to oomoldic with poor to fair visible oomold porosity and scattered brown 
stain, few too dense to break but bleed oil to surface when agitated, some chips also 
slightly vuggy, few scattered small chips with fair vuggy porosity and saturated brown stain, 
some scattered dull yellow fluor., SSFO in tray, fairly chalky, fair odor

~3340' LS, cream to white, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, with 
some small chips sub-oolitic to oolitic with fair light golden brown inter-oolite stain, some 
small chips also oomoldic with fair oomold porosity and scattered to mostly saturated light 
golden brown to brown stain, VSSFO in tray, some scattered dull yellow fluor., fair odor 

3365' 30" LS, cream , micro-xln, some lithographic, some soft and chalky in part, with 
some very scattered small chips sub-oolitic to sub-oomoldic with scattered poor brown to 
black stain in oomolds only, VSSFO in tray, some very scattered very dull fluor., fairly 
chakky, poor odor

BKC  3361 (-1469)
3365' 60" LS, cream to white, micro-xln, lithographic and dense with poor visible porosity, 
some soft and chalky in part, some very scattered sub-oomoldic with poor brown to black 
stain in oomolds, with some red and gray shale with trace green, NSFO, chalky, no odor

~3370' Shale, mostly red with some gray and trace green 

Mostly red and gray shale with trace green, with some scattered cream to white with some 
salt and pepper LS, also with influx orange to red chert with some tan, red wash, no show 
or odor

3395' 30" Conglomerate as above, with sme scattered pyrite, no show or odor
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Extractor Not 
Working From 
3180-3220

Mud-Co Mud chk
3180'
12/13/15
Vis: 45 Wt: 9.0
PV:13  YP:10
WL: 8.8
Cake:2/32
pH: 11.0
Ca: 40ppm
CHL: 5,800ppm
Sol: 4.7 LCM: Tr
DMC: $891.54
CMC: $5,206.76

Mud-Co Mud chk
3260'
12/8/15
Vis: 40 Wt: 9.2
PV:10  YP:7
WL: 9.2
Cake:2/32
pH: 11.0
Ca: 80ppm
CHL: 6,500ppm
Sol: 3.9 LCM: Tr
DMC: $569.21
CMC: $5,775.97

SCALE 
CHANGE

Mud-Co Mud chk
3439'
12/15/15
Vis: 43 Wt: 8.8
PV:13  YP:10
WL: 8.8
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0 ROP (min/ft) 4
0 Gamma (API) 150
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3395' 60" Conglomerate as above, with influx white to tan chert with some opaque, few 
pieces oolitic, red wash, no show or odor

Conglomerate as above, with abundant white chert with some scattered tan mostly fresh 
and sharp, some with wet black to black gilsonitic stain, some very scattered oolitic, no 
show or odor

3427' 30" Conglomerate with abundant white chert as above, also with some scattered SS 
clusters. clear to black (micaceous?), with some scattered white chert inclusions, pyritic, 
vf-f, sub-rounded to rounded, very friable, fairly well sorted, upon break slight increase in 
odor, with abundant vf-f clear sub-rounded to rounded quartz grains in bottom of tray, with 
some scattered pyrite, NSFO, no fluor., poor odor

3427' 60" Mostly same as above, with abundant SS graiins in bottom of tray, NSFO, 

Conglomerate as above with abundant white chert ,some scattered oolitic, SS clusters 
appear to be dropping out but still abundant loose sub-rounded to rounded f-med xln clear 
grains in bottom of tray, very chalky, no show or odor

Conglomerate as above, slightly chalky, no show or odor

Arbuckle  3452 (-1560)

Conglomerate with some very scattered dolomite, white, micro-xln, sub-rhombic and dense 
with poor visible porosity, barren, some scattered chips fairly friable, slightly chalky, no odor

Influx dolomite, white, micro-xln, sub-rhombic and fairly dense with poor visible porosity, 
some chips fairly friable, few very scattered chips with some slight inter-xln porosity, 
barren, fairly chalky, no odor

Dolomite, white, micro-xln, mostly sub-rhombic with poor visible porosity, some dense, 
some fairly friable with some very scattered slight porosity, some sandy, few chips pyritic, 
no show or odor

Dolomite as above, with some very scattered oolitic, with few clusters dolomitic sand? 
clear, med-grained, sub-rounded to rounded, very well cemented and dense, sliightly 
chalky, no show or odor, 

Dolomite, sandy dolomite, and trace dolomitic sand as above, few very scattered chips sith 
some scattered rhombic,  poor visible porosity, slightly chalky, no show or odor

         Rotary TD 3500' @ 1000hrs 12/15/15
Casedhole Solutions Logging TD @ 3498'

Complete Logging Operations @ 1630hrs 12/15/15
Geologist Jeremy Schwartz off location @ 1645hrs 12/15/15

0 Total Gas (units) 500
0 C1 (units) 500
0 C2 (units) 500
0 C3 (units) 500
0 C4 (units) 500

WL: 8.8
Cake:2/32
pH: 10.5
Ca: 40ppm
CHL: 6,900ppm
Sol: 5.3 LCM: Tr
DMC: $1,778.22
CMC: $7,554.19
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